How to Rapidly Apply Enterprise Architecture to Government Transformation

The purpose of this presentation is to make the case that EA in the Federal Government (i.e., the FEA) can be more rapidly applied to address the most pressing mandates for Government Transformation.

This can change by re-thinking what it means to do architecture in the Federal Government, especially linked to FITARA (Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform).

Clearly, the Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) discipline is not being recognized as instrumental.

Challenge and Opportunity: Enterprise Architecture (EA) is not getting the attention it deserves for Government Transformation.

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) is pointing out shortfalls in capability daily but not recommending EA as an essential discipline.

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has mandated inputs from all agencies on how to modernize to be more efficient and effective, but never mentions EA.

Note: EA Principals has its next FEA class in Washington, DC, June 12-16, 2007.